Business Modeling & Integration DTF

Highlights from this Meeting

• BACM revised submission presentations
  – Jim Rhyne bmi/2018-12-02
  – Fred Cummins bmi/2018-12-03
  – Denis Gagne bmi/2018-12-04
  – Revised submission date, August 26, 2019

• BPM Standards Integration
  – Presentation by Denis Gagne and Steve White

• Discussion of content for a Risk Management RFI

• Chairs election: Claude Baudoin and Fred Cummins re-elected
Future Deliverables (In-Process)

- Business Architecture Core Metamodel (BACM) revised submission(s)
- Discussion paper on BPM standards integration
- RFI for Risk Management Tools

RFP/RFI Other Recommendations

- None at this meeting

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting

- BACM convergence status update
- Draft RFI for Risk Management tools
- Draft discussion paper on common elements between processes, cases, and decisions